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. Get it at Newbeatsstore.com for 2.98 and free delivery to England andÂ .News Man Guilty Of Murder In VIBE Magazine Security Shootings U.S. rapper Tekashi 6ix9ine was among three
people found guilty in connection with the 2015 murders of two people at VIBE Magazine in Brooklyn, New York. The defendants were found guilty of felony murder in the deaths of two
unarmed security guards – Darief "Junior" Hampton and Demetrius "Weezy" Hough – who were shot to death while guarding the magazine on September 27, 2015. According to the New

York Daily News, Weezy was allegedly involved in the VIBE Magazine murders, while Tekashi – who was the rapper's given name – was charged with facilitating the murders. Tekashi
reportedly received a $100,000 package from his uncle, 50 Cent, for a recording deal that his lawyer said could bring him $40 million. Tekashi also has a hit song with fellow defendant,
22-year-old rapper Scrappy Doo, called "Fefe". Following the verdict, a sentence of life in prison was handed out to the three defendants. On Wednesday, the case against another three

men involved in the incident, Quan Barry, Leroy "Nuke" Lacy and Ernest Wallace, was dismissed. Barry and Lacy were accused of the accidental shooting of a security guard by the
shooter's off-duty friend, while Wallace is charged with tampering with evidence and promoting prison contraband. After the dismissal, Tekashi's defense lawyer, Daniel Brill, told reporters

that the rapper's life "has been destroyed by the prosecution." He added: "Mr. Tekashi has been convicted for a murder he did not commit, and today's verdict means his life is over."
Shortly after the verdict was announced, Tekashi's mother, Terrish, took to Instagram to praise her son and his legal team for their work. She also claimed the prosecution had "snapped"
after "blaming her son." Tekashi is one of three major hip hop artists recently to be charged with murder. Earlier this month, Cristobal "50 Cent" Ortiz and his bodyguard, Genard "Don V"

Watkins, were both charged with first-degree murder in the 2015 shooting death of rapper Curtis Jackson, 33.The Magician The Magician, or Le mage 6d1f23a050
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